
Ames-Des Moines region dubbed 'Cultivation Corridor'

Organizers unveiled a branding campaign today that is intended to make Central Iowa the hub for the agriculture and bioscience industry. Christopher Gannon/The Register
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The Central Iowa region that runs from Ames to Des Moines has a new marketing name: "Cultivation Corridor."

Organizers behind Capital Crossroads, a multi-year vision plan for Central Iowa, officially unveiled a branding
campaign today that is intended to make Central Iowa the hub for the agriculture and bioscience industry.

An initial budget for the campaign, organizers said, is $1.5 million during a three-year period. The campaign will
mainly raise the money through fundraising and donations from participating companies.

The corridor's branding, organizers said today, is meant to take advantage of Iowa's strengths in the bioscience
sector, such as Iowa State University and Johnston-based DuPont Pioneer to attract more companies to Iowa.

"It really is an opportunity to bring together science, agriculture, biosciences at a regional position across Central Iowa," said Paul Schickler, president of
Johnston-based DuPont Pioneer.

Before the brand was unveiled, Steve Zumbach, a co-chair of the Capital Corridor campaign, said the brand would market Central Iowa as the "best
place" for those companies to invest.

"That is an audacious undertaking. It's bold to announce that we are the very best at something. Today we're prepared to pound the stake in the ground,"
Zumbach said.
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What do you think of the name
Cultivation Corridor?

I don't get it.
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The tagline for the name is "The science that feeds the world," which is meant to play off of Iowa's role as a major food producer. The state's food
production and agriculture sector put Iowa on the frontlines for helping feed the world, said U.S. Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack.

"The challenge of the Cultivation Corridor isn't just bout economic opportunity here, it's about global food security," Vilsack said, referencing the concern
that the world's growing population will tax the ability to feed everyone.

Capital Crossroads hired Brent Willett to lead the Capital Corridor campaign -- the initial moniker for the Cultivation Corridor.

Willett said the next steps are to develop a comprehensive marketing plan that will allow the campaign to tell the story of Central Iowa as a hub for
bioscience and agriculture.

"What we've revealed is the package, but now we have to deliver it," Willett said Monday.

That story, he said, would be necessary to not only attract new businesses to the area but also to retain and recruit employees that work in the bioscience
industry.

"We don't want to just be a leader (in this industry), we want to be the leader," Willett said.

Read or Share this story: http://www.desmoinesregister.com/story/money/business/2014/04/21/ames-des-moines-bioscience-corridor-
branding/7961381/

It's OK, but it could be better.

I don't like it; it should be changed.

I don't care either way.

I like it; it's descriptive.
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